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JUST PLUG-N-GAUGE

Saab TankRadar REX. A brand new tank gauge from Saab Tank Control. Of course it’s better,

more accurate, even a bit more reliable (if possible) than the generation before. But most

important, it is so smart it can even emulate your existing non-radar tank gauges.

    This new feature makes it easy – and inexpensive – to integrate the new TankRadar Rex

in any existing system. If you wa nt to try out just one Rex gauge to start off with, you simply

replace one of your old non-radar gauges. No need to replace any field cables, network units

or software. Just plug-n-gauge.

Emulates all Major Tank Gauges

• Works with all existing Saab and major non-Saab systems

• Communicates on your previously installed field bus

• Connects to existing field cabling

Multiple Connection

• Built-in digital HART pressure

 transmitter inputs

• Built-in multipoint temperature inputs

• Built-in relay outputs

 Volume, Mass and Density Output

• Hybrid and inventory data

 is calculated in the gauge

• All tank data is stored in the gauge

• Provides faster host computer operation

New Patented Parabolic Antenna

• Improved installed accuracy

• Less signal disturbance from the tank walls

• Improved tolerance of deposits and condensation





Johan Dekeyser,  Business Team Leader at Fina’s
refinery in Antwerp,  Belgium.

FMCW  Technology
Saab has developed  FMCW (Frequency Modulated
Continuous Wave) technology for level measurement
applications to ensure the greatest measurement
accuracy, regardless of the height of the tank. The ra-
dar signal frequency varies in linear sweeps. The
frequency difference between the radar signal and
the radar echo is proportional to the distance to the
surface of the liquid.
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Optimal Frequency
The lower the radar frequency the wider the radar
beam and the greater the measurement interference.
The higher the radar frequency the greater the sensi-
tivity to condensation and coatings on the antenna.
Saab uses a 10 GHz frequency to provide an optimal
balance between beam angle and contamination
sensitivity.

“IN OUR BUSINESS, RELIABILITY

IS ANOTHER WORD FOR PROFIT”



Fina’s Antwerp facility in Belgium is considered among the best in Europe in terms of

capacity utilization and desulphurization. It produces not only fuels, including alternative

petrol and diesel formulas with a very low sulphur content, but also petrochemical raw

materials like naphtha and LPG, basic products like propylene, solvents for the chemical

sector as well as heavy desulphurized fuel oil.

The plant has 200 tanks with a total storage capacity of over 2 million cubic meters. The

production capacity is 340,000 barrels per day.

Maintenance cost cutbacks

In 1994, Fina Antwerp refinery started a large

project to optimize all processes, from arrival of

incoming primary products to delivery of refined

products. The company wanted reliable

equipment that required low maintenance. An

important part of the project was the tank

gauging upgrade.

To reduce high maintenance costs, Fina

wanted to replace a large number of mechanical

gauges with maintenance-free level gauges,

which would be easy to install and had high

accuracy and reliability. Radar-based tank

gauging equipment proved best as it uses non-

contact measurement and has no moving parts

inside the tank that require maintenance. Fina

decided to install Saab TankRadar RTGs on 108

of their 200 tanks.

“The choice was easy” says Mr. Dekeyser.

“The radar technology experience and know-

how of Saab Tank Control speaks for itself”.

Today only three people per shift handle all

storage tanks, including products from asphalt

Temperature Deviation
For some other gauge types, the ambient temperature
can affect measurement accuracy and decrease the life
span of the electronics. But the Saab TankRadar Rex,
with continuous digital calibration and a temperature-
controlled transmitter head, is designed to provide
precise and problem-free operation regardless of
climate.

to LPG. Two sulphur tanks have been running

without cleaning for three years. Six asphalt

tanks have been in continuous operation since

December 1998.

“The Saab TankRadar RTG gauges are very

reliable and need no maintenance at all. Once

installed, they work perfectly – and profitably”,

says a satisfied Johan Dekeyser.

The Fina Antwerp refinery has installed Saab TankRadar
RTGs on 108 of their 200 tanks.
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Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
The Saab TankRadar Rex’ electronics are optimally
digitized for interference-free signal handling and high
dependability. The gauge needs no re-calibration
because the integral digital reference oscillator checks
measurement accuracy 6 times per second.



Jürgen Franke, Managing Director of
Van Ommeren Hamburg

Emulation of Mechanical Gauges
The Saab TankRadar Rex gauge can emulate several
makes of mechanical and other gauges.  This means it
can replace a non-Saab gauge and connect directly into
the existing field cabling using the same signal trans-
mission wires. From a data transmission point of view,
the Rex acts just like the previously installed gauge.
The savings in installation and cabling cost are sub-
stantial.

Tank Inventory & Hybrid Calculations
The TankRadar Rex can make inventory calculations
directly in the gauge. Using inputs from additional
sensors, the gauge performs inventory and hybrid
functions, calculating:
• Gross volume using the tank strapping table
• Mass
• Density

• Level
• Temperature
• Oil/Water interface level
Strapping table data are downloaded from the Saab
TankMaster PC software and are resident in the gauge.
All data are derived according to updated API and ISO
standards when applicable.

“GREATER SAFETY AND ADDED CUSTOMER VALUE”



Van Ommeren is one of the three largest independent tank storage companies in the world.

The company combines high grade tank storage with tanker shipping, tank container opera-

tions and a network of agency and forwarding offices. A world-wide network of 54 tank

terminals, with a total storage capacity in excess of 15 million cubic meters, forms the backbone

of Van Ommeren’s operations.

Signal Polarization
On many other types of radar tank gauges, echoes from
the tank wall degrade measurement accuracy. Those
gauges have to be located far away from the tank walls.
Saab’s solution is to polarize the radar signals to ensure
that the sensor can ignore tank wall echoes.

Relay Outputs
The two optional relay outputs from the gauge are TÜV-
approved for overfill safety. They are triggered by level,
temperature, pressure, water bottom or control values.
Function feedback as a self-check is included.  “Normally
Open” or “Normally Closed” operation can be set at the
gauge.

Van Ommeren’s Hamburg terminal, with its 300

tanks and a total capacity of 712,000 m3, is the

second largest in Germany. The product turn-

over is four million tonnes per year, which

includes petroleum products, vegetable oils,

oleo-chemicals and gases for all major oil

companies.

To increase productivity in this busy check-

point, Van Ommeren Hamburg has signed a

long-term agreement with Saab Tank Control to

supply 150 radar gauges over a five year period.

The decision followed a test of Saab’s gauge vs.

one competing radar tank gauge. Mr. Jürgen

Franke, Managing Director of Van Ommeren

Hamburg, is responsible:

“The most important reason for us in

choosing Saab Tank Control was the possibility

to reliably automate monitoring of tank level

and temperature” he says. “The advantages are

several: Savings in personnel. Greater safety

thanks to prevention of leakage and overfill.

Reduced energy consumption in tanks with

heated products thanks to more precise tempera-

ture monitoring. And so on”.

Increased customer satisfaction

“Increased automation can also be used

commercially, adding value for our customers”

Mr. Franke explains. “With accurate on-line

readouts we can reduce administration and cut

lead time, which means quicker access to infor-

mation and better advice for our customers”.

In addition to supplying the Hamburg sys-

tem, Van Ommeren and Saab Tank Control have

reached a global agreement. So in the coming

years, Van Ommeren’s customers will most

certainly experience added value worldwide.

Each day 4-5 river barges, 1-2 tank ships, 60-70 road tankers
and 20 tank waggons are loaded and unloaded at the busy
Hamburg terminal.
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Kevin Mothershed, CITGO Process
Control Analyst

Antenna Gain
The larger the diameter of the antenna,
the stronger the radar signal. Saab’s 440
mm parabolic antenna sends an intense,
concentrated radar signal which gives a

Modular Design
All electronics in the Saab
TankRadar Rex are moun-
ted in the transmitter head,
so they are easy to replace.
There are no electronics in
the tank atmosphere, only
the robust antenna itself.
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strong echo and dependable measure-
ment. Even in liquids with low reflective
capacity, such as cyclic hydrocarbons
during agitation. The new patented
parabolic antenna used in the RTG 3930
improves installed accuracy further by
having better noise reduction. This means
better measuring performance near the
tank bottom and at high liquid levels close
to the antenna.

“NEVER BEFORE HAS A LEVEL-MEASURING

INSTRUMENT SOLVED SO MANY PROBLEMS”



Short payback time

“The savings for us in buying Saab TankRadar

lie in the no-contact measurement system, the

lack of moving parts, reliability and extremely

low maintenance costs”, said CITGO Process

Control Analyst Kevin Mothershed. “Up to 70%

of our instrument technicians’ time (in the oil

movement area) has been spent on mechanical

gauge maintenance. The radar gauges have also

improved accuracy, so payback time on the

investment has been short”.

Microwaves don’t break down. They don’t get

stuck in a still pipe and they are relatively

unaffected by a tank’s temperature or contents.

The radar gauges are not in contact with the

contents of the tank. Only one component is

located inside – the antenna at the top.

“The costs of taking a tank out of service for

gauge repair is approximately 2–3 times the cost

of installing a tank radar gauge”, explained

Mothershed. “The parabolic antenna model

works perfectly well in severe service, such as

coker feed. Never before has such a measuring

instrument solved so many problems”.

Environmental safety

Employee safety and environmental stewardship

are high priorities at CITGO, another reason the

Saab gauging system was an attractive

alternative for the facility. Every CITGO facility

strives to be an accident-free workplace.

Overfilling a tank is dangerous for employees, it

can have negative environmental impact, and it

can result in expensive cleanup activities.

Reliable gauging prevents overfilling. The

Saab TankRadar leak alarm ensures tank levels

are continuously checked for unexpected level

changes that could indicate a possible leak.

“We have had very few problems with the

radar gauges and Saab Tank Control has always

backed its products with a completely

professional and service-minded organization”

Mothershed concluded.

Above: Still pipe seen from above, with the normal mode of a
circular waveguide.
Below:  With Saab’s patented Low Loss Mode, the microwaves
are concentrated towards the center of the pipe, where they
are unaffected by rust and deposits.

Low Loss Mode
The interiors of existing still pipes are often coated
with rust and deposits that degrade the radar signal.
Saab’s patented solution, Low Loss Mode, concentra-
tes the radar signal towards the center of the still pipe
for maximum accuracy.

Reference Pin
In pressurized tanks, such as LPG tanks, the accuracy
of the gauge cannot be verified by hand dipping. Saab’s
patented solution is to install a reference pin at a fixed
point in the still pipe. The gauge value can then be
verified against the reference pin, even when the tank
is in operation.

A parabolic antenna still working after use in heavily con-
taminating double-blown bitumen with temperatures over
220 °C (430 °F).

The heavy Venezuelan crude oil refined at the CITGO Lake Charles (Louisiana) refinery has

a high sulfur content that earlier resulted in high maintenance costs due to H S-induced

corrosion in traditional mechanical gaugeheads. The risks of tank overfilling due to level

measurement inaccuracies have also been greatly reduced by installing Saab TankRadar.

CITGO has installed 34 Saab TankRadar units of which 10 are located at Lake Charles.
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Saab’s tank gauging is a total tank management system. It provides the ultimate tool for inventory and custody

transfer tank gauging as well as loss control and daily operations. It includes level, temperature, pressure, mass,

volume and water interface detection.

The Saab solution integrates easily with your existing network, DCS or host computer system, giving you all

the information you need in the control room.

CONSIDER TANK GAUGING

A SYSTEM SCIENCE

An overview of the Saab TankRadar Rex integrated in the Saab tank gauging system

Multi Spot/Average Thermometer
Designed for accurate temperature
measurement in bulk storage liquids. The
top-mounted sensor provides an accu-
rate tank temperature profile and average
temperature.

Water Bottom Sensor
Provides on-line net inventory through
continuous measurement of the water/
oil interface. Normally integrated with the
temperature sensor. Heavy-duty design
with no moving parts.

Pressure Transmitter
Pressure sensor with digital HART or
analog output. Provides data for density,
mass and hybrid calculations. Installed
within liquid and/or in vapor space.

TankMaster Software
The new TankMaster PC-based software
package is a complete Human-Machine
Interface (HMI) for Saab’s tank gauges. It
is Windows NT-based and provides con-
figuration, service and set up, inventory
and custody transfer functions. All
calculations are based on current  API
and ISO standards. TankMaster conforms
to the OPC standard providing easy
networking and data communication
with other plant computers.



Specification all RTG’s

Instrument accuracy: ±0.5 mm (±1/32")

Ambient temperature: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to +158°F)

Power supply: 100 – 240 VAC, 50–60 Hz (lower supply voltages optional)

Explosion protection: EEx d (ia) II B T6 (EN50014, EN50018 and EN50020 Europe)
and Class 1, Div I Groups C and D (UL1203, UL913 USA)

Total weight
without flange: 18 kg (40 lbs)

Antennas: All antennas are the drip-off type in accordance with API (Ch. 3.1 B.)
Electronics and housing are the same for all gauge types.

Note: The optional integrated junction box shown on pictures is not
available for UL approved deliveries.

FIXED ROOF, FLOATING ROOF

OR PRESSURIZED TANKS

Horn Antenna Gauge,
RTG 3920
For installation in existing ope-
nings on fixed-roof tanks. The
RTG 3920 can be used for most
liquids, except asphalt and sim-
ilar products where we re-
commend the RTG 3930 para-
bolic antenna gauge.

Parabolic  Antenna Gauge,
RTG 3930
For mounting on all fixed roof
tanks. The RTG 3930 can be
used for all types of liquids, from
light products to asphalt. The
parabolic antenna is highly to-
lerant to viscous products and
condensation. The new paten-
ted antenna technology in the
RTG 3930 provides even
greater installed accuracy than
Saab’s previous custody trans-
fer approved parabolic antenna.

Still Pipe Gauge,
RTG 3940
For tanks with still pipes, fixed
roof tanks or floating roof tanks,
with or without external roofs.
The RTG 3940 uses Saab’s
patented Low Loss Mode to
concentrate the radar beam
towards the center of the pipe.
This is how we can achieve cus-
tody transfer accuracy even in
existing pipes with rust and
deposits.

LPG Gauge,
RTG 3960
For any type of LPG/LNG tank.
The RTG 3960 is mounted on a
4" still pipe to ensure a strong
signal even from a boiling sur-
face. A reference pin inside the
tank makes it possible to verify
the measurement without
opening the tank.



More than 40,000 Saab TankRadar are installed worldwide.
The system is used by all major oil companies on every
continent.

Saab TankRadar Rex systems conform fully to the API
tank gauging standard, Ch. 3.1b.

In addition, Saab Tank Control is AAA classified and
fully certified according to ISO 9000 quality standards and
ISO 14000 environmental standards.

But perhaps most important of all is Saab’s more than
20 years of proven customer satisfaction.

A Global Service Organization
You are never far from your nearest Saab Tank Control
representative. Saab subsidiaries and authorized dealerships
are located worldwide ensuring customers professional ser-
vice support from over 200 highly trained service engine-
ers, available in 80 countries. We also organize courses for
our customers in basic and advanced service and system
commissioning.

For further information and detailed technical de-
scriptions, please contact your nearest Saab Tank Control
representative:

Saab Tank Control is a division of Saab Marine Electronics AB
Saab TankRadar is a registered trademark of Saab Marine Electronics AB.

PROVEN AND APPROVED WORLDWIDE

Q
ISO 14001   ISO 9001   Triple A

Environment        Quality          Credit rating

HEADQUARTERS: Saab Tank Control, Gothenburg, Sweden. Tel: Int. +46 31 337 00 00.
Fax: Int. +46 31 25 30 22. E-mail: sales.stc@marine.combitech.se Website: www.saab.tankradar.com

USA: Saab Tank Control, Houston, Texas. Tel: (713) 722 9199 (1-800-SAAB TNK). Fax: (713) 722 9115. E-mail: saabtank@saabradar.com
GERMANY: Saab Tank Control Deutschland Vertriebs GmbH, Altenstadt/Hessen.

Tel: (06047) 679 90. Fax: (06047) 683 26. E-mail: saab.tankradar@t-online.de
BAHRAIN: Saab Tank Control, Bahrain. Tel: +973 22 66 10. Fax: +973 22 77 71. E-mail: saabme@batelco.com.bh  F
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